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Chairman
Welcome to our Summer 2021 LIVErNEWS 

everyone. There’s so much going on at the 

moment and we’ve covered as much as we 

can in this issue so I won’t labour the points 

here. I will mention the European Health 

Insurance Card Replacement as this could be 

important if you are thinking about taking a 

holiday abroad under the new ‘traffic light’ 

scheme. This whole subject is well covered in 

our revised leaflet no 16 on ‘Travel 

Insurance for Liver Patients’ which is 

reproduced in full on page 20. 

You probably already know that we 

contribute a great deal of money to funding 

research and it is money well spent. What 

you may not know is that we also have a 

fund for educational grants and earlier last 

year we provided a modest grant to assist 

Mr Aimen Amer to undertake a fellowship at 

King’s to learn more about liver trans-

plantation. His story is on page 9 - it was a 

great success and was money well spent. 

Aimen has since been appointed as a 

consultant transplant surgeon for the 

Newcastle trust so his fellowship must have 

been helpful. He is giving us a talk on 8th 

September so you will all be able to see him 

and ask any questions. 

Another consultant transplant surgeon, Mr 

Colin Wilson gave us a really interesting 

Zoom talk on 14th April to update us on 

what’s happening in transplantation. Alf 

Bennett has kindly provided a brieng on the 

talk on page 7 for those of you who can’t 

access our Zoom meetings or view the 

recordings on YouTube. He is happy to 

continue this for future talks as we feel this 

may help those of you who don’t have 

access to the ‘electronic world’. Another 

governor, Sian O’Dea has reviewed a recent 

book on ‘Brain Fog’ - a problem that gets to 

all of us at some time or another but can be  

a real, everyday problem for those with a 

chronic health condition. Her review is on 

page 22 and is really useful for people 

seeking more information on the condition.

At a recent meeting at one of our local 

hospitals, an increase in the number of 

patient falls during the pandemic was 

discussed. I looked to see if any research 

had been carried out into this and as far 

back as October 2020, the wearing of 

masks had been identied as a contributory 

factor. It’s interesting to read about this 

research and how to avoid falls on page 25.   

There’s lots more to read in this edition 

including advice on having the vaccine for 

those who are immunosuppressed, buying a 

new car, a ’Sea Story’ that blows your mind,  

the wisdom of Prince Phillip RIP, an Amazin 

story about Will Shakespeare, our usual 

selection of atrocious jokes in Helen’s 

Howlers, our UIOLI and much more. 

Those of you with an eye for these things 

might have noticed a change in the style of 

the newsletter. We have adopted a newsprint 

sized typeface so that we can get more on 

each page - it’s the same size as many 

newspapers that you will be familiar with. 

The online version can be enlarged on 

screen if necessary by clicking the ‘+’ at the 

top of the screen so hopefully it will be a 

worthwhile move. The smaller typeface also 

means we are able to cram more of your 

favourite things in our magazine.

Many thanks once again to my fellow 

governors and friends for their 

contributions to this issue - all very much 

appreciated.

Enjoy the Summer folks and please continue 

to take care, 

Best wishes, John
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All of our live meetings and events
are postponed until further notice. 

Please check our facebook and twitter pages regularly
or call us for the latest updates.

Since our last LIVErNEWS we have had two excellent online ZOOM meetings:

On 15th March Dr Jess Dyson talked about ‘What’s New in AIH?’

On 14th April Mr Colin Wilson talked about ‘What’s New in Transplantation?’

(there is a review of this talk on Page 7)

Both talks were videoed and are available to watch on our YouTube channel (see next page)

The next ZOOM meetings are:

June  16th  6:30 pm  The Organ Donation Journey - Specialist Nurse -
     Organ Donation & Peter Robinson-Smith
     (Transplant Coordinator)

July  15th  2.00 pm  PBC, the pandemic and immunosuppressed

      patients - Professor David Jones 

Sept  8th  6:30 pm  ‘A King's Fellow Returns’ - Mr Aimen Amer 

These Zoom meetings are advertised using social media (and via email to online sub-

scribers), If you would like to be notified of future meetings just email us at 

info@livernorth.org.uk and we will add you to the circulation list.

You can watch any of our 26 videos yourself easily by searching for YouTube then typing 

‘LIVErNORTH’ - the full list of talks recorded, including these latest ones, is shown on the 

next page.

Talks are only recorded once the speaker and the audience have given their permission. To 

ensure anonymity on the internet, Q&A sessions following the talks are not recorded but 

anyone can submit a question to ask any of our speakers during the session.

 

ZOOM Diary Dates 2021

Take time to talk about organ donation 
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LIVErNORTH on

You can access lots of our talks and videos on YouTube. Go to YouTube 

in your browser (https://www.youtube.com/) and type livernorth into the 

search bar. When it loads, click on ‘videos’, and you will see the talks and 

videos that are currently available. 
Or... scan the QR code on the right with your smartphone...

BRIEFINGS & TALKS
Sept  2015 Dr Quentin Anstee  NAFLD
Oct  2015   Prof Derek Manas  Liver Transplantation
March  2016 Dr Peter Littler  Interventional Radiology
Oct  2016 Mr Jeremy French  A Case to Remember
March  2017 Dr Robert Samuel  ITCH in PBC and other liver diseases
July  2017 Dr Kate Hallsworth  NAFLD Lifestyle Interventions
Sept  2017 Mr Colin Wilson  Liver Perfusion
Oct  2017 Dr Ko Oppong  Endoscopy in Liver Disease
March  2018 Dr Lin Lee Wong  UK-AIH Study
May  2018 Prof David Jones  The Revolution Moves On (PBC)
June  2018 Prof Dave Talbot  The Effect of the Media on Transplantation
Sept  2018 Mr Jeremy French  Human Factors in Surgical Crisis
March  2019 Rahul Bhugra   The Yellow Card Scheme
March  2019 Prof David Jones  PBC
March  2019 Dr Anand Reddy  QE Hospital Liver Services
May  2019 Prof Derek Manas  Transplant Matters
June  2019 Mr Colin Wilson  Liver Perfusion Update
July  2019 Dr Steve Masson  Research Update
Sept  2019 Dr Jess Dyson  AIH/PBC/PSC clusters & ndings
Oct  2019 Mr Jeremy French   Training Transplant Surgeons
April  2020 Prof Matt Wright  Environmental chemicals and PBC
Nov  2020 Prof Quentin Anstee NAFLD
Dec  2020 Prof David Jones  PBC - Where We Are In 2020.
March  2021 Dr Jess Dyson  What’s New in AIH?
April  2021 Mr Colin Wilson  What’s New in Transplantation?

TEDx TALK A patient’s perspective | Tilly Hale | TEDxNewcastle

DVD (not interactive) A Patient's Guide to PBC 

MOTION GRAPHIC Understanding Tests in Healthcare – LIVErNORTH
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LIVErNORTH Talk , April 14th 2021- ‘What's New in Transplantation’
by Mr Colin Wilson, Consultant Transplant Surgeon at the Freeman Hospital.

For those of you who missed this fascinating talk, here are some of the main points.
FACT: Approximately, 1500 livers become available for transplantation in the UK per year, 
of these only 1000 are deemed suitable.
The talk was very much from the Newcastle perspective. It dealt with innovative research 
funded directly or indirectly by LIVErNORTH taking place in Organ Quality Assessment. 
Specically, how donor livers are assessed and managed to improve them for 
transplantation.  This involves the development of tests to identify suitable livers and 
treatments increasing the number of livers available for transplantation which are currently 
not used.  The main themes are:
· Currently, the suitability of a liver for transplantation relies on eyesight and pictures,
irrespective of where it is available in the UK. Surgeons must be condent that they are 
using good livers in transplantation.  New research is taking place to produce a standard 
computerised model to act as an aid for transplant surgeons.  It involves using images of 
available transplant livers and comparing them against a series of images collected over many 
years of suitable, viable livers used for transplantation.  Each liver is then given a score out 
of a 100 which would accurately and objectively decide if a liver should be transplanted. The 
expectation is that the system which is in use now will be enhanced as more pictures are 
added to the computer model database.  The hope is that as further tests are developed to 
determine the suitability of livers for transplantation, they will be integrated into the 
database enhancing the picture of how good a liver is. 

· Potential livers for transplantation may be perfused, that is pumped with liver preservation 
uids. With all transplants, surgeons need to be condent that the liver will work.  The 
challenge is to use as many livers as possible from those donated.  Research has taken place 
on testing proteins released by the liver into the perfusion uid.  Specic levels of six 
proteins, known as the 6 gene signature, have been identied in good livers.

· Fatty liver disease is a signicant problem today.  If it is possible to get rid of high levels 
of fat, this would increase the number and quality of livers available for transplantation.  
Research is ongoing to see if it is possible to “defat” the liver using chemical treatments in 
perfusion before transplantation.

· Newcastle is the world leader in complement component research.  Complements are 
proteins in the blood which are designed to attack bacteria.  However, they can be activated 
by a damaged liver on a perfusion pump causing potential problems.  Research is planned 
on how these can be remove or blocked to improve the quality of the liver.

It was great to hear the appreciation from Colin of how funding by LIVErNORTH had been 
used to fund research in this eld. It shows how the Charity does make a real difference. We 
have heard so much in the news recently about ‘following the science’, well this research 
certainly does that.  This is just a brief snapshot of the research covered in the talk.  It is 
easy to access the full talk on YouTube, just look for the details in the newsletter.

Alf Bennett
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Our Professor of Liver Cancer - Helen Reeves, alongside physio Dr Kate Hallsworth and 

Sports Scientist Dr Sam Orange, have just won £49,000 from the Newcastle Biomedical 

Research Council, for a pilot study to start this summer!  
We all know that exercise is 'good for us'.  There is mounting evidence though, that it can be 

very benecial for patients with cancer.  This can be in improving quality of life, but also 

tness and survival. Delivering exercise around our region can be challenging though, to 

people with liver disease, worried about having liver cancer, with varying levels of tness and 

condence, as well as variable access to facilities.  
Helen, Kate and Sam  plan to identify 20 patients who are in remission after liver cancer 

treatment, who are willing to help explore 'Telehealth' – meaning computer supervised 

exercise from home.  We will provide simple exercise equipment, a 'tablet' pre-loaded with 

wi access and 'Zoom' software, and deliver a one-to-one induction over the internet, 

followed by twice weekly exercise classes supervised by Kate or Sam.  The exercise will be 

tailored to individuals, with a chair based as well as a standing option.  
We want to see if it is feasible, what works well and what does not – so that moving forward, 

we can move towards big changes in NHS care – hopefully bringing Telehealth to the 

forefront for our patients with liver disease and cancer.  

We will keep you posted!

Helen Reeves

Our leaflet no. 21 on Exercise and Osteoporosis in Liver Patients also contains some 
excellent advice from Kate & her colleagues - well worth a read (Ed).

TELEX-Liver Cancer - Telehealth for patients with liver cancer
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A King's fellow
As I walked down the road from Denmark Hill station to my temporary 

accommodation on a breezy February night, I stopped for a moment to 

admire the view of the grand iconic building on the other side of the 

road. This one hundred- and eight-year-old institution was to become 

my new workplace for the coming two months.
My name is Aimen Amer and I was a senior clinical fellow in 

transplantation in Newcastle at that time. I was privileged to have been 

sponsored by LIVErNORTH to undertake a two-month honorary 

advanced fellowship in a high-volume UK liver transplant centre in order 

to expand my skills and experience in that eld. I couldn't think of a 

better place to spend that time than in King's College Hospital in London. At the time of 

securing this sponsorship, King's College Hospital was host to the largest liver transplant 

programme in Europe where 242 liver transplants where carried out in 2019; representing 

approximately a quarter of liver transplants performed annually in the United Kingdom. I 

was delighted when I learnt that my fellowship application had been accepted at King's 

College Hospital and that LIVErNORTH had agreed to my rst-choice placement. So, I 

didn't mind a bit of February breeze on the night I arrived there. I was buzzing with 

excitement. 
My rst day at King's College Hospital was unsurprisingly challenging. Shuttling from human 

resources to occupational health to IT, I needed to ll various registration forms all whilst 

having to nd my way around the vast corridors of the hospital and -ironically- needing to 

get past swipe card-controlled doors to obtain ID access. True to the institute's international 

reputation, I was accompanied on this tortuous registration tour by a new starter from 

Spain; a young doctor called Oriel who looked more lost than I did! Fortunately, the 

transplant secretaries were there to help us with directions and tips on navigating the 

'onboarding' process so much that we both had access to the transplant department and IT 

equipment by lunchtime. Later that day I met with my fellowship supervisor, Mr Krish 

Menon, one of the senior liver transplant surgeons in King's College Hospital. He gave me a 

tour of the department and introduced me to various members of the transplant team. I 

learnt that the department employs ten hepatology consultants with an interest in 

transplantation, nine consultant transplant surgeons, eight transplant coordinators and 

twelve transplant fellows. The department is further complemented by a team of theatre 

nurses, practitioners, perfusionists and anaesthetists providing 24/7 cover in a dedicated 

liver transplant theatre separate from the main theatre block, and a specialist team of 

intensivists in a dedicated liver intensive care unit. It is essential to have a department of 

such size and diverse skillset to deliver a service of the magnitude I would come to witness 

over the subsequent weeks. The department provides transplant services for children and 

adults both from deceased and living donors and covers a geographic area that stretches as 

far as the South West Peninsula and Northern Ireland.
To highlight the demands of the service, I should mention that it was not uncommon for the 

King's transplant team to perform two or three liver transplants in one day. Nevertheless, 

the waiting list for liver transplantation in King's College Hospital had over 140 patients at 
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any one day, many of whom required a transplant on an urgent basis. If we were to follow 

up ten patients six months after being registered on the liver transplant waiting list at King's 

College Hospital, six will have received a liver transplant, three will still be waiting, and one 

will not have survived or will have become no longer t for transplantation. To put things 

into perspective, we have an average of 30 patients on the Newcastle waiting list and our 6-

month post-registration outcomes are comparable to those in King's College Hospital 

although the median waiting time for a liver transplant is relatively longer in Newcastle at 

approximately 114 days compared to 79 days in King's College Hospital.
By the end of the rst day, I felt that I had a reasonable understanding of the department. I 

certainly felt that I had established a good rapport with the transplant coordinators who 

were extremely friendly and helpful. I provided them with my contact details to reach me 

whenever there was a liver transplant. When I told them of my slight disappointment to have 

missed a transplant earlier in the day they laughed and assured me that I will be fed up of 

their phone calls for transplants by the end of my fellowship. On that promising note, I 

walked out of the hospital feeling very accomplished, noticing a slightly stronger breeze on 

the way back to my accommodation. Over the subsequent days, that 'breeze' would be given 

the names Ciara and Dennis.
I set myself learning objectives on a daily basis and divided the patient journey into 

chronological sections in order to give focused attention to each section individually. An 

early component in the patient transplant journey is the assessment phase. For a procedure 

as complex as liver transplantation, a detailed assessment of the patient's need for 

transplantation and their physical and mental preparedness for surgery is crucial. Most 

patients that undergo transplant assessment at King's College Hospital have this done 

through a one-stop shop where they undergo essential scans and tests and are subsequently 

seen by various specialists such as hepatologists, surgeons, anaesthetists, social workers and 

dieticians. The process is carefully synchronised by the experienced transplant coordinators 

who sometimes need to refer these patients for additional testing or to see other specialists 

within a short timeframe. Patients that come from distant locations may stay overnight for 

the assessment process, particularly those from referring units such as Northern Ireland 

who have accommodation provision agreements with King's College Hospital. Patients who 

are deemed higher risk and those who require pre-assessment procedures such as an ascitic 

tap are assessed as inpatients over a four-day period from Monday to Thursday. The 

process starts with preliminary reviews and tests and concludes with a formal review of 

scans at a transplant radiology meeting. This is followed by a multidisciplinary team 

discussion of all the assessed cases at a teleconference 'listing meeting' with input from 

referring specialists in Belfast, Bristol and Plymouth. I found these meetings -and indeed the 

assessment process as a whole- to be highly educational with a wealth of learning points to 

take home.
Once patients are ready to go on the King's College waiting list, they are invited to attend a 

transplant education session. I participated in a couple of these during my stay to 

understand more about them. These are group sessions that are run by transplant co-

ordinators on a weekly basis. Each session takes approximately 4 to 5 hours with an 

interposing short break for lunch and involves between 2 to 15 potential recipients and 

their friends and family. Morning sessions cover the basics of liver disease, organ donation, 
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the allocation process and how to manage illness on the waiting list; while afternoon 

sessions are dedicated to explaining what to expect during and after surgery. Anatomical 

models and props are used to explain medical concepts and patients and their companions 

are given plenty of time to absorb the information and ask questions. They are also given a 

tour of the department to familiarise them with the transplant wards. Lunch bags are 

provided by the hospital with some exibility to dietary requirements. It was interesting to 

see the level of organisation involved and the overwhelmingly positive patient feedback from 

these sessions which serve as a stepping point before consent to surgery and formal listing.
Patients on the waiting list require regular review by the transplant team to assess for 

changes in clinical condition or circumstances. The liver transplant team at King's College 

Hospital use a comprehensive web-based application called Liverware to manage their large 

waiting list. Detailed information on all wait-listed patients is held on its database which 

facilitates efcient communication between healthcare professionals and allows a more 

rened process to allocate organs to patients. The coordinators also use this system to keep 

a close eye on waitlisted patients with ongoing medical issues such as those currently 

treated as inpatients or undergoing certain procedures. This helps to ensure appropriate 

suspension and enables timely review of suspended patients on the waiting list, therefore 

avoiding delays in re-listing. Being able to look closely at this system was an opportunity not 

to be missed. I was able to weight up its complexity against its potential advantages and 

draw comparisons to our database management arrangements in Newcastle. It is by no 

means a one-size-ts-all system and the substantial difference in the waiting list size between 

the two units needs to be taken into account if a similar database is to be considered in 

Newcastle.
Of course, as a transplant surgeon, I spent most of my time in the operating theatre in 

King's College Hospital. True to their word, the transplant coordinators kept me busy with 

calls for liver transplants and by the time my fellowship came to an end, I had been involved 

in a total of 22 liver transplants. In addition to the standard transplant techniques, the 

surgical team at King's College Hospital perform more complex procedures including split 

liver transplants where the organ is divided and can potentially be transplanted to two 

recipients including child or small adult. The team also regularly perform living donor liver 

transplants usually from parent to child. A further fascinating procedure is the so-called 

'auxiliary' liver transplant where half the patient's liver is removed and a new 'half liver' is 

implanted. This technique is limited to patients where the diseased liver is expected to 

recover and regenerate with time such as in certain cases of acute liver failure. The 

advantage of this technique is that antirejection medications can be stopped at a later stage 

if the native liver does indeed recover and grow. Many of these procedures require 

exceedingly ne skills and considerable experience in these techniques. In fact, some liver 

transplant surgeons in Kings College Hospital had undertaken international fellowships in 

other world-class centres to acquire such skills and expertise. 
Certainly, the international status of King's College Hospital facilitates sharing of experience 

through the continuous inux of international fellows and renowned visiting experts and 

pioneers in the eld of transplantation. Moreover, many notable experts in the eld of 

transplantation made their names in this iconic institution including Professor Roger 

Williams who -alongside Professor Roy Calne- pioneered liver transplantation in the UK. It 
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was an honour to listen to Professor Williams as he gave pearls of wisdom and advice on 

various liver conditions during the weekly departmental pathology meeting. I was saddened 

to hear that he passed away shortly after I completed my fellowship, leaving a legacy of 

achievements during his 88 years of life. Another notable example is Professor Alex Mowat 

who was instrumental in establishing the children's liver transplantation programme in King's 

College Hospital and the Children's Liver Disease Foundation. Today, MowatLabs sits as a 

dedicated onsite paediatric liver research facility within the transplant department at King's 

College Hospital hosting innovative research in that eld. I was fortunate to have explored 

these state-of-the-art laboratories and met with some of the researchers and discussed their 

fascinating projects. The transplant department at King's College Hospital continues to 

furnish the eld with leaders that inuence the shape of modern transplantation through 

their senior roles within national regulatory bodies in organ transplantation and through 

their track records in research. I was privileged to meet and to work alongside some of these 

faculty members, gaining a wealth of experience in the process. Interestingly, some members 

of staff had previously worked at the Freeman Hospital early in their career and recall the 

excellent training they had received in the North East and the strong support from 

LIVErNORTH. It was refreshing to see the respect and admiration that staff in King's College 

Hospital had for the Institute of Transplantation in Newcastle and its leading gures. The 

mere mention of my sponsoring body sometimes opened doors and created additional 

opportunities for me during this fellowship. I felt like an ambassador for my home unit in 

Newcastle and at times took the opportunity to demonstrate how things are done differently 

(and sometimes more effectively!) in Newcastle.
Closer to the end of my fellowship, I was hearing less about storm Ciara and Dennis and 

more about a new strain of virus that was catching the world by surprise. I noticed that the 

number of liver transplants performed was reducing and by mid-March, it was clear that the 

recently declared COVID19 pandemic was taking its toll on the department's resources. My 

friend Oriel had to cut his visit short and travel back to Spain as international ights were 

being cancelled. I shortly followed suit on the 19th of March, a few days sooner than 

originally planned but with a breadth of exposure and learning points to take home 

nevertheless, and with a convincing sense that I had achieved my pre-set learning objectives.
I produced fortnightly reports with my thoughts and observations during this fellowship and 

presented these to the consultant body at the Institute of Transplantation in Newcastle. This 

prompted a reection and review of our current practice in areas such as patient assessment 

and education, complex surgical techniques and the use of novel technologies. In addition 

to the learning opportunities, this journey has provided me with an invaluable network of 

professional colleagues and friends with whom I continue to communicate to this very day 

on various matters relating to patient care, research and national policies. Words cannot 

describe my gratitude to LIVErNORTH for sponsoring my fellowship and helping me to 

further my knowledge and experience. I have since been appointed as a consultant 

transplant surgeon at the Freeman Hospital and I am very much looking forward to playing 

my part in continuing to improve the health and well being of patients with liver disease in 

the North East and beyond.

Aimen Amer
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The tale of an unexpected liver transplant. 

When I arrived at the Freeman hospital by ambulance from the Brompton Hospital in 

London, the thought of having a liver transplant had never crossed my mind. My problem 

was with my heart. I was born in 1965 with a single ventricle - essentially half a heart. I had 

undergone open heart surgery to rebuild my heart, so the my single ventricle could pump 

blood around my body, while my lungs received blood directly from my venous system, via 

the right atria. 
It was a remarkable operation, the rst of its kind, and it allowed me to grow up and have a 

near normal life. As I got to the other side of 45, things started to go wrong. Arrhythmias, 

uid overload, leg ulcers, burst varicose veins and a belly so full of uid that made me look 

like a pregnant man. They were all symptoms of high venous pressure and right heart failure. 

Eventually the doctors at the Brompton Hospital told me I needed a new heart, and that the 

only place in the UK with any experience of operating on people with single ventricles was in 

Newcastle. 

Typically, children in the 1960s and 70s with complex congenital heart defects like the one I 

had weren't expected to survive into adulthood. So, when the congenital heart disease 

doctors at the Freeman saw me, their conclusion was “you're not like any of the single 

ventricle patients we've seen before!”  Basically, they hadn't come across anyone who had 

survived as long as I had. The doctors told me that the patients like me who hadn't survived 

after heart transplant, died because their livers weren't strong enough to survive the 

operation.  They thought that for me to stand a chance I would need a combined heart & 

liver transplant. 

So, after a brief time back at home, I returned to the Freeman hospital a few weeks later for 

my Liver Transplant Assessment. It was strange having a different series of tests compared to 

the usual cardiac ones that I had got used to over the course of my life. While I was on the 

ward, one of the nurses realised that I was leaking uid from my bellybutton, due to the 

terrible ascites that I had developed. With a degree of urgency that surprised me, a doctor 

was summoned to drain the uid from my abdomen. Within a few hours, 14 litres of uid 

were drained from my belly. It was such a relief to be nearly 14kg lighter and no longer 

looking like I was 8 months pregnant. 

I returned home again to be there for my daughter's 18th birthday. I wondered that if I took 

things easy and stuck to the uid restriction diet I was on, all that uid might not come 

back, and then I could delay the Transplant a few years. However, within a couple of weeks, 

it was clear that whatever I did, I could not stop the uid returning. Within a month the 

ascites was worse than ever. 

I came back to the Freeman with my wife for a meeting with Professor Manas. He didn't pull 

any punches and told us having a heart and liver transplant was a massive operation to 

undertake and that the chances of survival were 50:50 at best. He told us that the liver and 
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heart teams needed to meet to discuss the merits of undertaking the operation and that in 

the meantime they would admit me. Initially my wife had nowhere to stay, so she was given 

one of the LIVErNORTH ats to stay in. Over the course of the next week, I stayed on Ward 

12, while my wife stayed in the ats, visiting me during the day. Eventually, it was decided to 

put me on the waiting list and that I should be transferred to the Ward 24 - one of the 

cardiac wards at the other end of the hospital. 

I waited just over 6 months on Ward 24. About every ten-days, a doctor from the Liver 

Team would arrive to drain the uid that had accumulated in my abdomen. My wait was 

longer than average due to needing two organs. Every now and then the Transplant Co-

ordinator would tell me of the offer of organs. Either the heart would be suitable and the 

liver not, or the other way around. My family would travel the 260 miles from home each 

weekend to visit me in hospital. 

Eventually, one morning towards the end of April, a nurse came into my room early in the 

morning with a nil-by-mouth sign and told me they had an offer of organs for me. I had to 

wait until 6.00pm before I went to theatre, by which time my wife and daughter had arrived 

from Watford. I was taken to theatre in a wheelchair, and we all sat and chatted to the 

anaesthetist while we waited for the call from the donor hospital to say everything was okay 

with the organs. Once the call came, I calmly got up and walked into theatre and the nurse 

helped me up onto the operating table. The last thing I can remember is having a chat with 

the surgeon who would to the heart transplant. 

The operation took 18 hours to complete. Firstly, the heart team worked on taking my old 

heart out, which was complicated by the fact I had had previous heart surgery and the 

unusual anatomy. Once my new heart was in, the liver team took over to implant my new 

liver.

My recovery was a bit two-steps forward and the two-steps back. It took me 6 weeks to get 

out of ITU, during which I was very confused most of the time. During the next 4 months, I 

yo-yoed between Ward 38 and ITU. At one stage it felt like the operation was just too big 

for my body to cope with. After spending the whole of September back in ITU, I seemed to 

turn a corner and started to make really progress despite still being on dialysis. 

I had to learn to walk again, and l was so weak, everything I did felt like doing a marathon 

(not that I've ever done a marathon). Eventually my kidneys came back to life and by the 

middle of November I was told I could go home. I had spent 385 days in hospital. 

When I got home, there was still a lot of recovering to do. I was visited by nurses twice a 

week to dress the wounds I still had and a physiotherapist to help me with regaining my 

strength, especially in my legs. Slowly but surely, I began to enjoy the benets of my 

transplant. During my rst summer after coming out of hospital I got to enjoy seeing my son 

graduate from university, celebrate my wife's 50th birthday and our silver wedding 

anniversary. Basically, I've never looked back since my transplant. I feel humbled in the 
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knowledge that at possibly the worst time in their lives, my donor family were able to make a 

decision that would benet me, a complete stranger, by offering their loved one's organs for 

donation. An act of kindness for which I will be eternally grateful. 

Prior to my transplant, only 6 patients, four of which were still alive in 2016, had previously 

had a heart and liver transplant in the UK, with the most recent over 18 years ago. I was the 

rst patient in Europe to have a heart & liver transplant for congenital heart disease. I was 

delighted to hear from the cardiac surgeon who looked after me that they have now 

successfully completed four more heart & liver transplants on patients with congenital heart 

disease. The Freeman hospital is establishing itself as a centre of excellence for the treatment 

of patients with failing single ventricle anatomy who have associated issues with their liver. 

Recently one of my cousins, Jane whose 50th birthday fell on the 6th anniversary of my 

transplant decided to raise some money for the hospital that had treated me. In recognition 

of the help that LiverNorth had given us during that rst week I spent in hospital, I 

suggested that they would be suitable recipients of the funds that Jane wished to raise. Jane 

held a dance tness class on Zoom, setting a target of £100. By the end of April, she had 

managed to raise over £547.50!. 
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Covid19 vaccination for solid organ transplant recipients

During a recent meeting of the NHS Blood & Transplant Research Unit a question from the 

Public and Patient Research Panel relating to the efcacy of the COVID 19 vaccine in 

tranplant patients was raised. Professor Andrew Fisher, Dean of Clinical Medicine and 

Professor of Respiratory Transplant Medicine, Newcastle University kindly responded and 

has given permission to share his reply here: 

Dear members of the BTRU PPRP,

I can completely understand why this issue is of great concern to you and all other people 

who are immunosuppressed after organ transplantation and their family and carers. As a 

Consultant looking after people who are extremely clinically vulnerable both before and after 

transplant then it’s a very important issue to me too. 

It would be good to have more denite information to share with you that answers your 

questions but unfortunately this is not available yet but is being collected by research 

studies going on around the globe as we speak. 

The challenge is that we are learning more about the virus, the illness it causes and what 

protection vaccines give in real time as we all live through this pandemic. The positive news 

is that lots of research is going on looking at vaccine efcacy in high risk groups around the 

world including the UK through the OCTAVE study. 

We know more now about how effective the vaccines are from observational studies done 

from the government vaccine programmes in the NHS and from around the world than we 

did from the clinical trials that led to the vaccines being licenced. As patients on 

immunosuppression were excluded from the vaccine clinical trials it is going to be the real 

world observational research that gives us the answers. 

A new joint statement on COVID vaccines in solid organ transplant patients was released 

just a few days ago on 19th May from all the major specialist transplant organisations. I 

have attached it for your information. (See pages 18 & 19)

The key messages are as follows: 

The response to all types of vaccines, not just COVID-19  in people on immuno-

suppressants after transplant is reduced compared to those not on immunosuppressants – 

this is because these are two competing treatments – vaccines are designed to boost your 

immune system against a specic threat whereas the immunosuppressants are trying to 

dampen your immune system to prevent rejection. The immunosuppressants are not 

selective and dampen your body’s response to vaccines as well.
Just measuring antibodies in the blood that have developed after vaccination is a very 

imprecise way of showing whether there will be protection. There are other things such as 
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specialist white blood cells (T and B cells) that are equally as important if not more so at 

providing protection especially over time. We also know that even in people with a normal 

immune system not everyone gets an antibody response after the rst vaccine and in some 

it is after the second dose that a good amount of antibody or specialist white cells active 

against COVID are detected. Data from transplant patients after their second dose is going 

to be available soon.
It’s too simple to say the amount of antibody relates directly to the amount of protection. 

Even a low antibody response or specialist white cell response might make all the difference 

in preventing severe disease, hospitalisation or death from COVID even if it does not 

prevent infection itself. Meaning the infection would be much more mild in vaccinated 

patients. This is what happens with the u vaccine. We know transplant patients have a 

reduced response to the u vaccine and yet it still seems to offer protection against severe 

disease. 

While we are waiting for more exact information to come out of the studies that are 

currently running it is best to adopt a cautious approach based on personal judgement 

especially over the next 2 to 3 months until the vast majority of the population have had 

both vaccine doses. I don’t think this means continuing shielding as that would be excessive 

in terms of community rates at the moment but to think about relaxing restrictions in a 

more controlled and more slow way over the next few months when more information will 

be forthcoming about what the actual risks are. 

I am hopeful that these results will show that the vaccine does offer very signicant 

protection from severe illness in transplant patients compared to not being vaccination and 

the risks of contracting COVID-19. Fingers crossed!!! 

I hope this is helpful 

Best wishes, 

Andy

Links:

https://ishlt.org/ishlt/media/documents/ISHLT-AST_SARS-CoV-2-Vaccination_5-19-21.pdf

(Reproduced on the following pages)

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/216393/covid-19-vaccine-response-patients-with-impaired/

(OCTAVE trial)
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Statement on COVID-19 Vaccination in Solid Organ Transplant Recipients

Recently, multiple studies have been published examining the response to SARS-CoV2 

mRNA-based vaccines in solid organ transplant (SOT) recipients.(1-7) Overall, these 
have demonstrated reduced antibody responses to vaccine when compared with 
reports involving the general public. 

The low antibody response rate is concerning but not unexpected as SOT recipients 
have lower rates of immune responses to other vaccines as well.(8) Further data are 
needed to evaluate B- and T- cellular responses in SOT recipients after SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination and to assess vaccine effectiveness particularly for protection against 
severe COVID-19 as a clinical end-point. Previous experience with inuenza 
vaccination in transplant patients has demonstrated reduced inuenza-related lower 
respiratory tract disease and hospitalization despite low antibody response.(9, 10). 
While breakthrough cases of COVID-19 after partial or full vaccination in SOT 
recipients may occur, it is important to recognize that we may be preventing more 
cases or reducing severity through vaccination.(11, 12) Thus, we strongly caution 
against concluding that low antibody response rate to SARS-CoV-2 vaccination will 
lead to reduced clinical effectiveness until more information is available. These results 
should not prompt or encourage vaccine hesitancy in SOT recipients.

Immunosuppressed patients are known to have prolonged viral shedding of actively 
replicating virus which may promote the development of viral variants.(13) Additionally, 
there are data to suggest worse outcomes in SOT recipients with COVID-19 compared 
to the general population.(14) The effect of immunization on duration of viral shedding 
and clinical outcomes remains unknown for this population. 

Until more complete data are available, we urge:
• Pre-transplant vaccination of all SOT candidates as a priority whenever 
feasible.
• Continued SARS-CoV-2 vaccination in SOT recipients and priority for 
vaccination of their household members 

and caregivers to reduce exposure risk for 

these vulnerable patients.
• Continuation of a stable 

immunosuppression regimen at the time 

of 
vaccination to avoid the risk of organ 

rejection until more comprehensive 
data are available. 
• Continued adherence of all transplant 

recipients to protective measures 
including masking and social distancing 

regardless of vaccination status.

(references overleaf)
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LIVErNORTH has had 7593 facebook views since the last issue. 
Keep in touch like so many others via our private facebook member chat. 

Message us for info https://www.facebook.com/livernorth
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TRAVEL INSURANCE
All of the following information is taken 

from our latest leaet No.16 ‘Travel 

Insurance for Liver Patients’ revised May 

2021. Any diagnosed health condition you 

have will be taken into consideration if you 

apply for travel insurance.

SHOULD YOU INSURE?
Could you afford to pay the costs if: 
Ÿ you are made redundant?
Ÿ you become ill or have an accident on 

holiday?
Ÿ a family member becomes seriously ill?
Ÿ your travel company or airline goes 

bust?
Ÿ your baggage or other belongings are 

lost or stolen?

For peace of mind, you should insure against 
the risks mentioned above. What level of 
cover you need depends on the type of 
travel and your individual circumstances, but 
you should ensure you have the best cover 
for your needs.

If you are on holiday in the UK and you 
need medical treatment you can rely on the 
NHS. You may already have private health 
insurance in the UK, however, this does not 
usually cover treatment abroad.

Cover 
Most policies will cover risks such as: 
Ÿ medical treatment, 
Ÿ loss or damage to baggage and personal 

belongings, 
Ÿ cancellation, curtailment or delay, 
Ÿ personal liability (you injure someone or 

their property).

When/Where
You can tailor your insurance for:
Ÿ A single trip or annual cover for multi 

trips,
Ÿ European or worldwide travel.

Sums insured
The amount of cover you should have 
depends on many factors such as your heath 
condition, destination, holiday duration, 
belongings and other personal 
circumstances. For example: 
Ÿ £2million medical cover for Europe or 

£5million for worldwide. 
Ÿ Cover for cancellation depends on the 

cost of the trip.
Ÿ Cover for belongings depends on the 

value of the personal items you take with 
you on holiday.

Remember, it is better to be over insured 
rather than have too little, make your own 
decision on what you need.

Destination
Your destination(s) can affect the availability 
and cost of cover.

EUROPEAN HEALTH INSURANCE CARD 
(EHIC)/THE ’NEW’ UK GLOBAL HEALTH 
INSURANCE CARD (GHIC).
An EHIC entitles you to the same medical 
cover which is available (and may not free) 
to the citizens at your destination. Many 
countries expect a contribution towards the 
cost e.g. prescriptions, ambulance use and 
GP visits. Even if treatment is free, you may 
have to pay then claim a refund of the costs 
on your return to the UK. For more 
information contact the Overseas Healthcare 
Service on 0191 218 1999.

Most EU countries are part of the scheme, 
however, the following European countries 
do not accept the EHIC or GHIC:
Ÿ Channel Islands, including Guernsey, 

Alderney and Sark
Ÿ The Isle of Man
Ÿ Monaco
Ÿ San Marino
Ÿ The Vatican

To benet from the scheme you need to 
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present your card when seeking treatment so 

carry it at all times, don't leave it in your 

hotel room. Before you leave the UK, check 

how the scheme works at your destination. 

You should obtain and keep all receipts and 

paperwork for claiming refunds.

The EHIC covers existing medical 

conditions, which may be excluded by some 

insurers. Most insurers make their insurance 

conditional on you having, and using, an 

EHIC. 

The limitations of EHIC
Don't rely on the EHIC, it is not a substitute 

for comprehensive travel insurance. It only 

applies at state-run hospitals and services 

which in some countries are poor. If the 

healthcare you receive is not state run (i.e. 

private) the scheme does not apply. The 

EHIC does not cover extra accommodation 

costs or expensive repatriation.
Travel insurance covers all the additional 

risks outlined above.
You need to be aware that as part of the 

Brexit negotiations, the UK and EU agreed 

that EHICs can still be used until their expiry 

dates. The expiry date is clearly printed on 

the front of your card. If your EHIC has 

expired (or is about to) you should apply 

for its replacement - the new UK GHIC. If 

you are a citizen of the UK, the card entitles 

you to free or discounted medical treatment 

when you are in an EU country. For full 

details of how to apply and what the GHIC 

covers use the NHS website:  

nhs.uk/nhsengland/healthcareabroad 
and you can apply online here: 

https://www.ghic.org.uk/Internet/startApplica

tion.do  
It is essential that you check precisely which 

countries accept the card and exactly what is 

covered.
The Government website states that the 

GHIC is not an alternative to travel 

insurance. It advises that you should also 

buy travel insurance which includes health 

cover as the GHIC like the EHIC does not 

include any private medical healthcare.
Apply early to ensure that you obtain the 

card before travelling.

SPECIALIST INSURERS
If you have, or have had, medical problems, 

the mainstream insurers may refuse cover, 

charge massive premiums or exclude cover 

for your particular problem. However, there 

are companies who specialise in cover for 

travellers with past or current issues. The 

LIVErNEWS magazine (contact details 

overleaf) includes a list of insurers found to 

be helpful.

As with other insurances, do your research 

and obtain several quotes to compare the 

cost and the terms of cover. You will need to 

supply full details of your medical history 

and failure to do so may invalidate your 

cover. Ideally, you should check the 

insurance available to you before nalising 

any bookings as your destination may be a 

problem for some insurers.

Even if insurance is available there may be 

limitations such as cancellation cover only 

being valid from two months before 

departure or with a limited cancellation 

cover which could be less than the cost of 

the holiday. In all cases, you should decide 

on the cover you need, check what you can 

get and then decide if the possible risks of 

travelling are sufciently covered. Any 

reputable insurance broker should be able to 

help if you feel daunted by the situation.

The guidance given above is for assistance 
only, without warranty, and is without liability on 
LIVErNORTH or our representatives.
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Beating Brain Fog Dr Sabina Brennan

Having heard so much about brain fog from people in LIVErNORTH, I 

was interested to see this new book designed for people experiencing 

it. 

'Beating Brain Fog. Your 30-day plan to think faster, sharper, better' 

was published earlier this year. The author, Dr Sabina Brennan, is a 

health psychologist and neuroscientist. Prior to the pandemic she was 

leading a large research study entitled 'Brain Fit' at Trinity College 

Dublin. Her biography states that her other roles include advising 

governments and other organisations on topics, such as brain health, ageing and dementia, 

and sitting on scientic advisory boards. Perhaps most importantly Sabina has also 

experienced brain fog due to her medical conditions. She makes good use of her own and 

other people's experiences of brain fog as examples in her book.

The rst part of the book is entitled 'Knowledge' and focuses on knowing 'the enemy' (brain 

fog) and knowing 'yourself'. Sabina stresses that by knowing more, people will be in a better 

position to 'beat' their brain fog. She starts with an interesting exploration of what brain fog 

is and how it impacts on people. Sabina states that the most common symptoms people with 

brain fog experience are:

'…loss of mental clarity, inability to focus or concentrate, problems with learning and 

remembering, slow thinking, issues with language or word nding and trouble navigating 

spaces, which many people would describe as clumsiness.' (p.12)

In this section of the book, you can do a useful self-assessment to identify which aspects of 

your brain function are being affected by brain fog. 

The following section is full of helpful and practical tips and hints to help improve different 

aspects of brain function. Sabina is a great believer in lists and makes the point that writing 

things down frees up brain resources to do other things. She emphasises that lists should 

include easy things with tasks broken down into smaller parts. This way it is much easier to 

see the progress being made.

Sabina is against multi-tasking emphasising the need to focus on one thing at a time. She 

talks about the need to 'turn off autopilot' and 'turn your attention on' (p.44). Suggestions 

include talking through what you are doing, as you do it, and removing distractions. She 

also recommends noticing sights, sounds, smells and how things feel as you are doing them 

to help remember having done them. I am nding that this really seems to help. Knowing 

about it would have saved a lot of bother over the years, like having to go home to check if 

the iron was unplugged or the door locked. Not to mention the hours spent looking for 

things put in a 'safe' place. Sabina recommends using a 'one-drop spot' (p.50) for all 

important things and sticking to it. She has many other tips, including how to remember 
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names (more on this in the next edition of LIVErNEWS) and suggestions for work, including 

asking your employer about reasonable adjustments, recording meetings, and allocating 

more time for activities.

The rest of the rst part of the book focuses on knowing more about your brain, your 

hormones, and your defences to enable a better understanding of brain fog. The section on 

defences includes the role of infection, inammation, autoimmune disease, pain, and 

medication in brain fog (which may all be relevant in liver disease). Sabina has an informal 

and friendly writing style and explains some of these quite complicated things in a way that 

makes it easier to understand. 

The second part of the book is entitled 'Power'. It focuses on brain health and stresses the 

importance of a brain-healthy lifestyle. Sabina makes clear that brain functioning can be 

improved. Making a comparison with car engines, she says:

'The good news is that there are ways that you can soup up your brain to give it the power, 

the resilience, the cognitive reserve to cope with challenges without experiencing brain fog.' 

(p.120-121)

She also notes that:
‘The take-home message is that you can change your brain through experience. Learning can 

shape it, rather like exercising can shape your muscles.' (p.124). 

Part three of the book is entitled 'Change' and focuses on 4 key areas to address for a brain-

healthy lifestyle: sleep, stress, exercise, and nutrition. There are self-assessment forms for 

sleep and stress to help identify both the issues being experienced and factors that might be 

causing problems. There is also a depression assessment form. Sabina provides clear 

practical advice about things that you can do to reduce brain fog by improving sleep, 

reducing stress, increasing exercise (of both the body and the brain) and improving 

nutrition. At the end of each section, there is also a list of tasks to prepare for the start of 

the 30-day plan.

In some instances, Sabina is very directive in terms of what you should and should not do. 

For example, she says that if you go to bed at 11pm, you need to reduce the lighting in the 

room where you are spending the evening at approximately 8pm. Some of the advice like 

this seems easy to implement. If you are like me, you might not want to hear some of the 

other suggestions, e.g., stop using electronic devices that omit blue light an hour before 

going to bed. Sabina recognises that some of the recommendations might well be a 

challenge and that it takes time and effort to create new habits to replace old ones. 

Sabina emphasises that you need to exercise your brain regularly. Basically 'Use it or lose it' 

(p.217). She suggests:
Ÿ be curious about anything and everything 
Ÿ learn something new (e.g., read up on or do an online course about a subject you are 
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interested in, join a new group, learn a language, craft, DIY skill, musical instrument - 

anything new)
Ÿ challenge your brain by trying to do things that are a little bit harder than you can 

currently do (this could be a new activity or a more advanced version of something you 

already do, e.g., a more complicated knitting pattern, recipe, or photographic 

technique)

It is heartening that she also reports that:
'Learning is like a powerful brain-changing drug that generates new brain cells, enriches brain 

networks and opens new routes which the brain can use to bypass damage.' (p.217)

Sabina points out that physical activity is also important for brain health saying that 'Exercise 

tones your brain as well as your butt' (p.211). She acknowledges everyone's different 

abilities in relation to this, and the role of fatigue, but stresses the importance of physical 

activity, sitting less, standing more, and trying to integrate more activity into our everyday 

lives. Examples include standing to make a telephone call, getting off the bus a stop early, 

walking, dancing, gardening, housework, DIY, exercise classes.  
 
The nal part of the book is entitled 'Future' and is a 30-day plan to help reduce brain fog. 

It starts with a planning day which includes a baseline assessment of your sleep, stress, 

mood, energy, and brain fog symptoms to identify your starting point. This assessment is 

repeated at the end of each week. There are then weekly planned activities. The rst week 

focuses on sleep, the second on stress, the third on exercise and the nal week addresses 

nutrition. This is followed by a progress day to see what progress has been made, which 

activities were helpful, and which were less so, to aid future planning.

At the end of the book there is space to compile a description of your brain fog that you 

can present to your GP and other medical professionals to help explain what you are 

experiencing. There is a helpful example to illustrate the type of information you might 

include and how you might present it.

In conclusion, this is an interesting and informative book with lots of practical suggestions 

that may be of benet to people experiencing brain fog and the wider public. While Sabina 

does not guarantee that brain fog will disappear, she is optimistic that it can be improved. 

She certainly gives plenty of food for thought about how ordinary everyday things might 

impact (positively or negatively) on our brains. You may be interested to know that Sabina 

also has a website with further information about her work at: www.sabinabrennan.ie. It 

includes her series of short, animated videos e.g. ‘How to Keep your Brain Health’ and 

‘Why is Attention Important?’

Reference: Brennan, S. (2021) Beating brain fog. Your 30-day plan to think faster, sharper, better.' 
London: Orion Spring an imprint of The Orion Publishing Group Ltd. 
Beating brain fog is available in paperback, audiobook, and eBook formats.

(Book review by Sian O’Dea, LIVErNORTH Governor)
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Public health experts and international 

organisations increasingly recommend 

wearing masks to help limit the spread of 

covid-19. Safe and comfortable use of masks 

is therefore essential to maximise adoption 

and compliance. Formal guidance and 

associated media coverage have focussed on 

discomfort and communication issues, with 

little attention paid to the effect of wearing 

masks on risk of 

falling. Although 

guidance recommends 

that older adults wear 

masks because they are 

an at risk group, it is 

this population for 

whom the effects of 

masks on walking 

safety are likely to be 

most pronounced. 

Aside from obstructing vision for glasses 

wearers (by causing spectacles to fog up), 

face masks invariably block parts of the 

lower peripheral visual eld, even in people 

who do not wear glasses. Visual information 

from the lower peripheral eld is important 

for detecting and avoiding nearby hazards, 

and for placing our steps safely. Wearing a 

face mask reduces the wearer’s opportunity 

to use this important sensory information 

during walking and may therefore increase 

the chance of tripping or falling. Evidence 

exists that multi focal glasses (which similarly 

obstruct lower visual eld, through blurring) 

can reduce safety when negotiating obstacles 

and stairs. 

It might seem logical to advise people to 

look down at their feet more often while 

wearing a face mask. This would provide the 

visual information that they would normally 

obtain through lower peripheral vision when 

looking ahead. Indeed, such advice is 

beginning to emerge. While intuitive, we 

argue that this advice is awed. To 

understand why, it is important to consider 

the two functions for which vision is used 

when walking. 

Don’t look down 
Firstly, vision is 

used to detect 

obstacles and plan a 

safe walking route, 

especially in older 

adults. Looking 

down more often 

makes it more 

difcult to plan ahead. Recent research using 

eye tracking technology shows that older 

adults make greater stepping errors when 

looking down towards their feet compared 

with when looking ahead and visually 

previewing potential trip hazards. 

Secondly, maintaining balance requires 

visuali nformation (particularly from the 

periphery) to be integrated with other 

sensory inputs. This is facilitated by 

minimising head and eye movements during 

walking, to provide a stable visual 

“anchor”that serves as the predominant 

source of sensory information for regulating 

balance. Using vision in this manner is 

particularly important for older adults. 

Looking down more often is in direct 

conict with this strategy. It could even 

Face masks, vision, and risk of falls
Slowing down may be safer than looking down

Elmar C Kal, William R Young, Toby J Ellmers
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cause serious instability as it requires 

frequent and large amplitude movements of 

the head and eyes, which could lead to a 

mismatch between visual and vestibular 

feedback. 

In short, a recommendation to simply “look 

down” when wearing a mask may 

paradoxically impair stability by disrupting 

the nely tuned system through which vision 

is used to maintain walking safety. This will 

affect not only older adults, but anyone for 

whom balance is particularly reliant on 

vision, such as people with Parkinson’s 

disease or diabetic sensory neuropathy. 

How can we minimise the effects of masks 

on walking safety? It is important to ensure 

that the mask ts tightly around the nose 

and cheeks. As well as minimising the risk of 

transmission of covid-19, a tight t will 

reduce the visual obstruction and minimise 

fogging of spectacles. In future it may be 

possible to obtain tailor made masks with 

optimal shape and t that combine comfort 

with minimal visual eld loss. In the 

meantime, spectacle wearers might borrow 

anti-fogging strategies from swimmers—a 

drop of washing-up liquid, for example. 

BMJ (British Medical Journal) 2020;371:m4133 http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmj.m4133
Published: 28 October 2020

At risk groups should be advised to “take 

their time” rather than “look down.” 

Specically, people should take their time 

before starting to walk and then walk more 

slowly. This will ensure that they have 

enough time to detect upcoming trip hazards 

and plan a safe route. Slowing down will also 

reduce the need for large, rapid head and 

eye movements while walking. Slower walking 

speed may have its own disadvantages, such 

as increased gait variability and less intense 

physical activity. But given the risks 

associated with looking down more or 

making no adjustment, slowing down is likely 

to be the least risky strategy. 

Wearing masks is essential during the covid-

19 pandemic, especially for at risk groups 

such as older adults. Mitigating the potential 

effects on walking safety is important to 

maximise use of masks and reduce the 

likelihood that people will avoid activities for 

which masks are required. Further research 

should be done to evaluate a range of safety 

strategies, including advice to slow down 

and use of transparent masks, to facilitate 

evidence based public health advice.

Hidden Disabilities Lanyard & Card
You may have seen and some of you may own, and use, the lanyard to show others that you 
have a hidden disability. The lanyard is green with a yellow sunower emblem.

The original purpose of the lanyard is to indicate to people around you 
including staff, colleagues and health professionals that you have a 
hidden disability and you may need additional support, help or more 
time. It is not, and never was, intended to show that you do not need to 
wear a face covering although many people currently seem to use it for 
that purpose.
Please be aware that wearing the lanyard shows everyone that you may 
be vulnerable - there are some people who will look for this and take 
advantage of it so only wear it when necessary.
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Buying a New Car? - Here’s Some Brilliant Advice

20 years experience in the motor trade tells 

me this is what you’re likely to expect:
If you’re trading in one or both of your 

current cars, it’s the overall cost to change 

(ctc) that matters, as this is what it’s going 

to cost you to buy. So concentrate on 

getting that gure down as low as you can.
If you’re nancing, look at the total amount 

payable, which will include your deposit 

(cash/card/px) and the interest plus other 

charges on the borrowing. Again, this is your total cost.
If you’re not part exchanging, you can expect to get some form of deal, but be realistic. 

Margins these days are very tight, costs are high, and after all, dealers are in business to 

make money, so as much as you want to buy, and they want to sell, they’re not going to give 

it away.
Another factor is, how long has the car been in stock. Some cars for whatever reason just 

stick, and take a lot longer than expected to sell. Whereas others just y out the door. So, 

any deal on fresh stock is likely to be minimal as a dealer would feel they may get a better 

chance for prot with someone else (genuinely, “I’ve got someone else interested” does 

happen). On the other hand, a car that’s been in stock a while and has hung about for no 

apparent reason, may have been reduced right down to an attractive retail price, saving 

££££ over normal retail. One of these could provide an excellent deal, and a dealer seeing 

an opportunity to sell would probably cut an attractive deal for you.
Tip: as much as you like the car you’re looking at, and as much as you want to buy it, play 

the game of poker and don’t reveal your hand too early. If a dealer picks up on your 

intentions (you’re enthusiastic) they’ll be less likely to do as good a deal. But it’s a balance 

between being cagey and rude. If you come across as aloof and dismissive, they’ll feel their 

time is being wasted.
If they ask they question, are you looking to buy today? simply answer by saying “I have a 

genuine intent to purchase if the deal is right for me”
With the nal point in mind, go armed with as much knowledge about the car and the 

dealership as you can. For instance, what’s their customer satisfaction score like. And go 

with an intention to buy. The trade hates 

“tyre kickers”. Time is money to them. No 

salesman will want to invest two hours with 

no end result with someone who says, “I’m 

looking to buy in 6 months” whilst seeing 

their colleagues make sales.
Also, when it comes to you making a nal 

decision, phrases like “I need to speak with 

the Mrs / accountant / family / son / 
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daughter / cat / dog” really don’t go down well. If someone else is part of the decision 

making process, take them with you. You should have done your homework before you go, 

so if you’re ready to buy, and the deal feels good, don’t delay in your decision. Trust me, 

many times I’ve spent over two hours with someone, got to the point of making a deal that’s 

agreeable, only for them to walk away using one of the aforementioned reasons, for a 

colleague to take a phone call on the same car later that day, and secure it from sale with a 

deposit in 5 minutes.
And that reminds me of another point. Nothing is sold until there’s a deposit against it and 

a signed order form. Unless you’ve done either or both, you don’t have a right to expect a 

car you may have been discussing a deal on is yours should you choose to walk away and 

take time.
If you’re open from the start, they will be with you too.
One nal thing to consider is this: if your salesperson is going in and out of the ofce to 

see the manager but you’re getting nowhere, ask to see the manager direct. With him sitting 

in front of you, it can often lead to the nal juice being squeezed, or conrmation they 

really are at the end.
I hope some of this info helps?
 
Good luck, Lambros Lambrou (facebook, 14/4/2021) 

A lesson Learned...

A father said to his daughter “You have graduated with 

honours, here is a car I bought many years ago. It is pretty 

old now. But before I give it to you, take it to the used car 

showroom and tell them I want to sell it and see how much 

they offer you for it.”

The daughter went to the used car place, returned to her 

father and said, “They offered me £1,000 because the said 

it looks pretty worn out.”

The father said, now “Take it to the pawn shop.” The daughter went to the pawn shop, 

returned to her father and said,”The pawn shop offered only £100 because it is an old car.”

The father asked his daughter to go to a car club now and show them the car. The daughter 

then took the car to the club, returned and told her father,” Some people in the club 

offered £100,000 for it because “it's an iconic car and sought by many collectors.”
Now the father said this to his daughter, “The right place values you the right way,” 

If you are not valued, do not be angry, it means you are in the wrong place. Those who 

know your value are those who appreciate you......Never stay in a place where no one sees 

your value. 
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Sea story...

The passenger steamer SS Warrimoo was 

quietly kning its way through the waters of 

the mid-Pacic on its way from Vancouver to 

Australia. The navigator had just nished 

working out a star x and brought Captain 

John DS. Phillips, the result. The Warrimoo's 

position was: 
LAT 0º 31' N and LONG 179 30' W. 
The date was 31 December 1899. "Know 

what this means?" First Mate Payton broke 

in, "We're only a few miles from the 

intersection of the Equator and the 

International Date Line". 
Captain Phillips was prankish enough to take full advantage of the opportunity for achieving 

the navigational freak of a lifetime. He called his navigators to the bridge to check & double 

check the ship's position. 
He changed course slightly so as to bear directly on his mark. Then he adjusted the engine 

speed. The calm weather & clear night worked in his favour. 
At mid-night the SS Warrimoo lay on the Equator at exactly the point where it crossed the 

International Date Line! The consequences of this bizarre position were many:
The forward part (bow) of the ship was in the Southern Hemisphere & in the middle of 

summer.
The rear (stern) was in the Northern Hemisphere & in the middle of winter.
The date in the aft part of the ship was 31 December 1899.
In the bow (forward) part it was 1 January 1900.
This ship was therefore not only in:
Two different days,
Two different months,
Two different years,
Two different seasons
But in two different centuries - all at the 

same time!

from Charles Braun via facebook
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Really amazing, or should I say, “Amazin”.

“Amazin”, must be one of the favourite words of the younger generation
in use today, but where did this word originate?
 Well, surprisingly, we have William Shakespeare (1564 – 1616) 
to thank. Not only did he invent and introduce the word “amazement”, 
from which the adjective amazing is derived. He also transformed the English 
language by introducing so many new words. When he was born in 1564, Latin was the 

dominant language. Even texts on the English language were written in Latin. However by his 

death over fty years later in 1616, thanks in great part to him our English language had 

evolved signicantly.
 It is estimated that through his plays and poetry, he used more than 20,000 different 

words, of which approximately 2,000 he invented and introduced to the English language 

for the rst time. This is even more remarkable when you consider that the Old Testament 

has just under 6,000 identied words and that the average farm worker at the time in 

the16th century had a vocabulary of about 300 words. Plays written during his most 

productive period had an incredible number of new words. Hamlet for example introduced 

to audiences 600 words that had never been heard before.

Among the words rst coined by Shakespeare are:
Critical   Frugal    Hereditary
Excellent   Extract   Countless
Barefaced  Eventful   Lonely 
Indistinguishable  Well-read   Assassination
Majestic    Negotiate   Summit
Addiction   Courtship  Belongings
Zany and many others.

 He made great use of attaching un-prexes to existing words to make completely 

new words never used before such as unlock, untie, unhand, unmask and over 300 others. 

While he was procient in creating new words. It was his ability to coin new phrases which 

added so much to the richness of the English language.

Just some of his creations which have entered the common language include – 
The be all and end all    Wear my heart upon my sleeve 
Wild goose chase    What is done is done
Eat me out of house and home  Love is blind
Heart of gold    As good luck would have it
In a pickle     A foregone conclusion
Play fast and loose    Too much of a good thing
Cold comfort     There is method in my madness 
Flesh and blood    Vanish into thin air
Tower of strength     As dead as a doornail
More in sorrow than in anger   All that glitters is not gold
Any many more...
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It is remarkable how the words and phrases that he wrote have become part of our daily use. 

Fortunately, his plays were collected and printed into a compendium by two of his friends 

after his death, ensuring the survival of his written work. This collection of his works was 

formally called, Mr. William Shakespeare's Comedies, Histories and Tragedies, but is now 

known as, “the First Folio”.Today, it is estimated that all or part of 300 original First Folios 

still exist. His plays were then reintroduced to the public in a big way by the actor manager 

David Garrick (after who the Garrick theatre is named) in the 1740s, so his new words and 

sayings continued in common usage. Their inclusion in the rst dictionary of the English 

Language published by Samuel Johnson in 1755 ensured that words coined by Shakespeare 

really became embedded in the English language. If we consider his sayings and use the 

Oxford Dictionary of Quotations as our guide, then approximately 10% of all notable 

quotes spoken in English can be attributed to Shakespeare. So, the likelihood is that on a 

day to day basis, most of us quote Shakespeare.

Now, that's what I call a legacy. The English language has a great deal to thank Will 

Shakespeare for or to quote him, “All's Well That Ends Well”.

Alf Bennett

A Good Communicator:

Always listens to you.
Always answers - even if it’s just to say ‘I heard you’.

Answers emails - even if it’s just to say ‘I got it, thanks’.
Answers phone calls - even if it’s just to say ‘Can I ring you back?’

Leaves phone messages - even if it’s just to say ‘just me, don’t worry’.

and is never too busy to say - 
‘sorry, busy at the moment, but I’ll answer asap.

When you can’t remember the words...

When the moon hits your eye like a big pizza pie, that’s amore.

When an eel bites your thigh and you bleed out and die, that’s a moray.

When you’re smashed with a jug in a South Auckland pub, that’s a Maori.

When you see a big boat tied up with a rope, that’s a mooring.

When you wake up and it’s bright because it’s no longer night, that’s the morning.
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Thank you LIVErNORTH and YouTube, 
Having missed the last LIVErNORTH meeting and the talk 
on, “what's new in transplantation”,  I followed the 
instructions given in the newsletter on how to access the 

talk which John had uploaded onto the YouTube site.  It could not have been easier.  
As usual a great talk full of so much hope for the future of transplantation.  Really 
pleasing to hear how LIVErNORTH had been involved in some of this research.

I also revisited talks on my condition of PBC.  So informative, a great source of 
information.  What a resource for liver disease patients and carers.  I would 
recommend it to anyone……just follow the instructions given in the newsletter.

Liz B (April 2021)

Hi

I just wanted to thank you for the latest edition of LiverNews. I sat down and read 
it from cover to cover when it arrived. Full of interesting and amusing anecdotes 
which really lifted my spirits.

thank you

JO via email

Hello there

My husband sadly passed away recently.  He spoke to John Bedlington on a 
number of occasions for support and I felt that he found comfort when doing this 
so could you please pass on my thanks to John for listening to him. 

Many thanks
MW, West Yorkshire

Good evening John,

Many thanks for this evening's meeting with Jess which was both very enjoyable and 
informative. We are so lucky to have her looking after our care. 

During the meeting you mentioned about signing up for the newsletter and I would 
be grateful if you would add me to your mailing address list.

Many thanks, RL via email
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Dear LIVErNORTH,

Yesterday I posted on a support page looking for advice on wedding insurance. My 
partner is on the transplant waiting list and most have clauses that rule out claims 
to do with pre existing health conditions.

A lady mentioned your email and suggested I get in touch with you for your 
newsletter with insurers details. Any help would be greatly appreciated.

BA
(LIVErNEWS issue 74 with list of insurance companies on page 44 sent)

How to write good letters:
• Avoid Alliteration, Always.
• Prepositions are not words to end sentences with.
• Avoid cliches like the plague. They’re old hat.
• Comparisons are as bad as cliches.
• Be more or less specic.
• Writers should never generalize.
7 Be consistent!
• Don’t be redundant; don’t use more words than necessary; it’s highly  
 superuous
• Who needs rhetorical questions?
• Exaggeration is a billion times worse than understatement.

Organ Transplantation Website Launch

NHS Blood & Transplant, in partnership with the British Transplantation Society, have 
launched a new patient information website for organ transplantation. 

Please see link: www.nhsbt.nhs.uk/organ-transplantation 

The website has been designed to inform and support patients considering kidney, lung, 
liver, heart, or pancreas transplantation, and detailed information on these organ types is 
included.

The website will be under review for several months while users give us feedback and we will 
modify the site as needed. 

All feedback will be gratefully received via the website (‘Give Feedback’ in the bottom left of 
every page), or via email to the NHSBT Digital team (digital@nhsbt.nhs.uk).  
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 LIVErNORTH LOTTERY
(FORMERLY THE NUMBERS CLUB)

Registered under the GAMBLING ACT 2005 with the city of Newcastle upon Tyne

£250 winning numbers in 2021:
VA from Newcastle No 121  drawn online on 15/3/2021 

(another six £250 draws to take place this year)

£2500 JACKPOT winner 2021:
TBA after the draw in December 2021

All numbers drawn online during Zoom meetings with 

LIVErNORTH governors until further notice.

Every penny raised goes to liver patient support - we have NO paid employees

To join the 2021 lottery please complete the form on the next page. 

If you use online banking and would prefer to set up your own standing order 

please email: info@livernorth.org.uk or phone 0191 3702961

8 draws
a year

£250

every

meeting

£2500
Annual
Jackpot

Just £1a week
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LIVErNORTH Lottery application form

Standing order form

Your contact details

Your bank/building society’s details

Amount to be paid until further notice

Please return the completed form to freepost LIVERNORTH

Preferred payment method

Name

Bank/building society name

Address

Bank/building society address

Postcode

Postcode

Sort code

Date

Daytime telephone

Account name

Preferred first payment date (or ASAP)

I confirm that I am over 16

Standing order (please complete the form below)

£52 
annually

£13 
quarterly on 1st Jan, 1st Apr, 1st Jul & 1st Oct 

Cheque (please enclose a minimum of 1 quarterly payment of £13)

Please pay to Nat West Bank, 2 Tavern Street, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 3BD

Account: LIVERNORTH Charities Account Account no: 71298290  Sort code: 53-61-24

E-mail

Account No

Signature
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The Wisdom of HRH Prince Phillip RIP:

On school days: "I was not the least aware I was any 

different from any of the others. My favourite subject was 

avoiding unnecessary work."
On age: "It's better to get out before the 'sell-by' date."
"There is nothing like it for morale to be reminded that the 

years are passing - ever more quickly - and that bits are 

dropping off the ancient frame. But nice to be 

remembered."
On family: When Prince Edward was admitted to Jesus College Cambridge with a C and two 

D grades: "What a friend we have in Jesus."
On Princess Anne's love of horses: "If it doesn't pass wind and eat hay, she's not 

interested."
On marriage: "Tolerance is the one essential ingredient...You can take it from me that the 

Queen has the quality in abundance." (His speech on their golden wedding anniversary 

1997)
On meeting an Australian man who said:, "My wife is a doctor of philosophy and much 

more important than I am," Philip replied: "Ah yes, we have that trouble in our family too!"
On self-awareness: "Dontopedalogy is the science of opening your mouth and putting your 

foot in it, which I have practised for many years."
To a group of industrial workers: "I've never been noticeably reticent about talking on 

subjects about which I know nothing."
On resilience: "During the Blitz, a lot of shops had their windows blown in and put up 

notices saying: 'More open than usual'. I now declare this place more open than usual." 

(Arguably suitable for the recent re-opening of bars and restaurants)
On the planet: "The conservation of nature, the proper care for the human environment 

and a general concern for the long-term future of the whole of our planet are absolutely vital 

if future generations are to have a chance to enjoy their existence on this earth."
"Human population growth is probably the single most serious long-term threat to survival. 

We're in for a major disaster if it isn't curbed...we have no option. If it isn't controlled 

voluntarily, it will be controlled involuntarily by an increase in disease, starvation and war." 

(An uncomfortably prophetic observation.)
On sermons: "That wasn't a sermon, it was a general anaesthetic." (to his friend, the Dean 

of Windsor) "The mind cannot absorb what the backside cannot endure." (A plea for 

brevity)
On science and religion: "Everything that isn't invented by God is invented by an engineer."
"We desperately need the conviction of religious belief to guide us in the way we live on and 

use the planet. We have got to learn to balance the economic and scientic realities
against religious demands for responsibility and consideration for the created world 
Belief and conviction are very powerful motives to care for our planet with all its diversity.”

With thanks to ‘The Light Bulletin’ Church magazine.
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18

Helens Howlers
Most of the funnies you see in these pages are 

sent from friends and colleagues or are freely 

circulating via the internet. I am constantly on the 

look out for more material so please send in anything you have or have heard whilst out and about. It 

doesn’t have to be ‘professional’ – your witty observations on life are always welcome. If you’re feeling 

a bit low - read on... As they say, laughter is the best medicine but try not to groan too loudly! 

Thanks for this issue go to my many facebook friends, LIVErNORTH colleagues & ‘the internet’.

WARNING - SOME JOKES UNSUITABLE FOR CHILDREN - YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD! 

Do you realise that a Shark will only attack 

you when you are wet.

What’s the best part about living in 

Switzerland?
I don’t know, but the ag is a big plus.

Sold my Vacuum cleaner today.
It was just collecting dust.

So what if I don’t know what “Armageddon” 

means? It’s not the end of the world.

Some bloke just offered me a free gate. I 

said: “What's the catch?"
He said: “It's the bit that allows it to open 

and close...”

The three unwritten rules of life:
1.
2.
3.

THE BARTER SYSTEM
Yesterday morning I bought two cases of 

beer on sale at the Beer Store. I placed them 

on the front seat and headed back home.
I stopped at a service station where a drop-

dead gorgeous blonde was lling up her car 

at the next pump.
Although it was very cold she was wearing a 

very short skirt and a light jacket which was 

wide open.
She glanced at the beer, bent over and 

knocked on my passenger window. With her 

bra-less breasts almost falling out of her 

skimpy top she said, in a sexy voice: “I'm a 

big believer in barter, old fella; Would you 

be interested in trading sex for beer?" I 

thought for a few seconds and asked, "What 

kind of beer ya got?”

I phoned the Council to ask if I could have a 

Skip outside my house. They said, go for it 

exercise is good for you.

I’m looking for a book on how to x 

automatic transmissions, but the library only 

has manuals.

What do you call a Magician that loses his 

Magic? Ian.

When my wife left, I was sad, upset and 

lonely. Since then I’ve bought a dog, bought 

a new motorbike, had sex with two different 

women and spent over £1000 on drugs and 

alcohol. She’s going to go mental when she 

gets home from work.

I saw a woman crying at the shopping centre 

where she had just lost £200. I gave her 

£40 from the £200 I had just found. When 

God blesses you, you must bless others.

To kill a French vampire you have to drive a 

baguette through its heart. Sounds easy but 
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the process is painstaking.

The British woman who fell off the cruise 

ship has been named: Eileen Dover.

I'm reading a book on the history of glue. I 

can't put it down......

I said to the vicar ‘father, what period is this 

Church?’ and he replied ‘It’s Norman’ so I 

said ‘Ah, sorry; Norman, what period is this 

Church?’

I’m sending a bottle of TCP to Gordon 

Sumner - I hear he’s got a paper cut. Ah... 

that’s going to Sting.
What rhymes with ‘orange’? No it doesn’t.

I don’t know if you lot are aware but I'm one 

of those hated private landlords. Anyway I 

rented a house to an ex-Army Ofcer and 

he’s done a runner owing me loads of rent. 

He told me he was a Major. Turns out he’s a 

left tenant.

I decided to travel to the USA. 
At the Embassy for the visa interview:
Ofcer: Where to in the US?
Me: San Jose
Ofcer: It’s pronounced as San Hosey. J is 

pronounced as H in the US.
Me: Oh, okay!
Ofcer: So how long do you plan to be in 

the US?
Me: From Hanuary to Hune or Huly.
Visa Rejected!

I’m so proud to announce that I have just 

nished seven Marathons in seven days (or 

snickers as they are now called).

Little known fact: Charles Dickens book 'A 

Tale of Two Cities' was the rst book to be 

serialised in newspapers. He chose two 

papers in the Cotswolds. It was the Bicester 

Times, it was the Worcester Times.

OK so I am really worried now...
I just showed my GP the rash on my willy 

and he seemed pretty uncomfortable, like he 

didn't want to touch it?
He just said make an appointment at the 

surgery tomorrow and walked off with his 

family pushing their shopping trolley!!
Bloody rude.

Pregnancy Q&A’s
Q: Should I have a baby after 35?
A: No, 35 children is enough.
Q: I’m two months pregnant now, when will 

my baby move?
A: Right after he nishes University.
Q: What is the most reliable method to 

determine a baby’s sex?
A: Childbirth.

A colon can completely change the meaning 

of a sentence. For example:
Ÿ Jane ate her friend’s sandwich.
Ÿ Jane ate her friend’s colon.

Interviewer: ‘What’s your name?’
Me: ‘Hired’
Interviewer: ‘You’re Hired?’
Me: ‘Thank you, when do I start?’

The chief executive of Northern Rail was 

married yesterday in a private ceremony with 

only a few specially invited guests. Both the 

bride and groom arrived on time but the 

train on the bride’s dress was twenty 

minutes late!

Do you know that amazing feeling when you 

get into bed, fall right to sleep, sleep all 

night and wake up feeling refreshed? Me 

neither!!

Why doesn't Tarzan have a beard when he 

lives in the jungle without a razor?
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Why do we press harder on a remote 

control when we know the batteries are at?

Why do banks charge a fee on 'insufcient 

funds' when they know there is not enough?

Why do Kamikaze pilots wear helmets?

Why does someone believe you when you 

say there are four billion stars, but check 

when you say the paint is wet?

Whose idea was it to put an 'S' in the word 

'lisp'?
What is the speed of darkness?
Why is it that people say they 'slept like a 

baby' when babies wake up every two hours?

If the temperature is zero outside today and 

it's going to be twice as cold tomorrow, how 

cold will it be?

Do married people live longer than single 

ones or does it only seem longer?

How is it that we put man on the moon 

before we gured out it would be a good 

idea to put wheels on luggage?

Why do people pay to go up tall buildings 

and then put money in binoculars to look at 

things on the ground? 

Did you ever stop and wonder.......
Who was the rst person to look at a cow 

and say, 'I think I'll squeeze
these pink dangly things here, and drink 

whatever comes out?'

Who was the rst person to say, 'See that 

chicken there... I'm gonna eat the next thing 

that comes out of its bum.'

Why do toasters always have a setting so 

high that could burn the toast to a horrible 

crisp, which no decent human being would 

eat?

Why is there a light in the fridge and not in 

the freezer?

Why does Goofy stand erect while Pluto 

remains on all fours? They're both dogs !

If quizzes are quizzical, what are tests?

Does anyone remember the chiropractor 

joke I put on here about a week back?

If corn oil is made from corn, and vegetable 

oil is made from vegetables, then what is 

baby oil made from?

If electricity comes from electrons, does 

morality come from morons?

Why do the Alphabet song and Twinkle, 

Twinkle Little Star have the same tune?
Stop singing and read on......
     
Did you ever notice that when you blow in a 

dog's face, he gets mad at you, but when 

you take him on a car ride, he sticks his 

head out the window?

Does pushing the elevator button more than 

once make it arrive faster?

Apparently Gyms are back open today, 

surely it's not just me that didn't even know 

they were closed!

THAT’S IT FOR NOW - MORE HOWLERS 

NEXT ISSUE, KEEP THEM COMING!

PLEASE REMEMBER TO LET US KNOW IF 

YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS...
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Dorothy’s Quiz 
Local
1. Catherine Cookson books are widely read all over the world.  How many books did she 

write?  103 titles in her own name or her 2 other pen names.
2. What were Cookson’s other pen names? Catherine Marchant and Katie McMullen
3. a)The  Likely Lads was a comedy set in the north east.  When was it rst broadcast?   

16th Dec 1964 
4. b) Can you name  the Likely Lads?  Bob Ferris (Rodney Bewes)  and Terry Collier 

(James Bolam.) 
5. Greggs (the bakery) has more outlets than McDonalds.  When did their first shop in 

Gosforth open?     1951 
6. Can you name the two bridges over the Tyne which move - and when were they 

opened? Swing bridge 1876; Millennium Bridge 2001. 
7. Which TV personality and quiz host was born in Rothbury in 1970?  Alexander 

Armstrong. 
8. Northumberland is home to the largest number of castles in the UK.  How many? 70, 

(though some are in ruins)
9. Where were  Jackie and Bobby Charlton and Jackie Milburn born?  Ashington.
10. How many bridges are there over the Tyne in the Tyneside area?   12.  (Millennium, 

Tyne Bridge, Swing bridge, High level, Metro, King Edward, Redheugh, 
Scotswood, Scotswood rail bridge, Blaydon, Lemington, and Newburn). 

11. When did the redeveloped Alnwick Gardens reopen to the public?   October 2001. 

Gardening
1. What will be unusual about the Chelsea Flower Show this year?   It will take place in 
Sept not May. 
2. What is another name for the Snapdragon ower ? Antirrhinum 
3. What are Crème de Casis, Happy Buttery and American Dawn ?  All types of dahlia. 

Bible
1. How many Psalms are there in the Bible ? 150 
2. What is the 4th book of the Bible (OT) Numbers
3. How many disciples of Jesus were there?  12:  Simon, called Peter; Andrew; James 
and John; Philip and Bartholomew; Thomas and Matthew; James son of 
Alphaeus; Thaddeus; Simon the Patriot; Judas Iscariot. 

TV
1. Who wrote the books on which the TV series Endeavour and Morse are based?  Colin 
Dexter
2. Who play the title role of Endeavour ?  Shaun Evans 
3. When was the rst episode of Doctor Who, and who played the Doctor ? November 
1963.  William Hartnell. 
4. Does Lia Kudrow play Monica, Rachel, or Phoebe in Friends ?    Phoebe.
5. Who won the Great British Bake Off 2020?   Peter Sawkins

Films
1. In the Paddington stories, what was the name of the family who adopted the bear?  The 
Brown family. 
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2. Who played Alan Turing in the 2011 lm, Codebreaker?   Ed Stoppard

Pop 
1. Which One Direction singer sings Watermelon Sugar?   Harry Styles
2. Who sings Dark Horse?  Katy Perry or Taylor Swift. Katy Perry

Geography/History
1. In which war did the Battle of Gettysburg take place?  American Civil War 
For extra points- give the date!  July 1-3, 1863. 
2. What is the population of China, to the nearest 100 million!?  1,394,015, 977
3. Name  either of the countries which borders the Panama Isthmus in Central America 
Costa Rica and Colombia, South America

Music
1. How many piano sonatas did Beethoven write ?  35 , between 1782 and 1822. 
2. When did the famous band leader Glenn Miller die?  15th Dec 1944. 

Books
1. Who created the Gareld  series of cartoons?   Jim Davis
2.. What was Gareld’s teddy bear called?   Pooky 
3. Who wrote books such as Slime, Fing, Ice Monster and Boogie Bear? David Walliams
4. What nationality was the crime writer Dame Ngaio Marsh? New Zealander

Thank you to Dorothy Barker for sending the answers in!

Solution to the Spring 2021 SUDOKU
Medium SUDOKUEasy SUDOKU

5 9 7 2 8 6 4 1 3

8 1 3 9 7 4 2 6 5

4 6 2 1 3 5 9 7 8

7 8 5 6 4 2 1 3 9

6 2 4 3 1 9 5 8 7

9 3 1 7 5 8 6 4 2

1 5 8 4 2 3 7 9 6

2 4 6 8 9 7 3 5 1

3 7 9 5 6 1 8 2 4

3 9 8 6 2 4 7 1 5

6 1 7 5 9 3 2 4 8

4 2 5 8 7 1 6 3 9

5 6 3 7 8 9 4 2 1

1 7 2 4 3 5 9 8 6

9 8 4 1 6 2 5 7 3

8 4 9 3 5 7 1 6 2

2 3 1 9 4 6 8 5 7

7 5 6 2 1 8 3 9 4

Take time to talk about organ donation 
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UIOLI Summer 2021
SUDOKU... With the kind permission of the creator (Wayne Gould of Pappocom). 

You don’t need to do any arithmetic or be good at maths - all it takes is logic so please 
have a go - it will help to keep your brain active. There is strict copyright so they may not 
be redistributed in any way whatsoever although you can of course photocopy the page 

if you don’t want to spoil your copy of LIVErNEWS. Good Luck!

HAVE A GO - YOU MIGHT LIKE IT

SU DOKU
As featured in the Times 

Monday to Saturday

©Puzzles by Pappocom

www.sudoku.com

How to play:

Fill the grid so that every 
column, every row and every 3 
x 3 box contains the digits 1 to 
9. 

You will know if you have got it 
right because you will have all 
the numbers in the right places 
and only one of each in any 
row, column or box.

If you want some tips on 
getting started, have a look at 
the website www.sudoku.com

The correct solutions will be 
published in our next issue.

PS - want a difficult one, two 
easy ones, two medium or 
what? Let us know please

Jan 2006

3 1 5 2 8 96 4 7

2 8 7 41 9 3 6 5

4 8 7 39 5 6 2 1

7 1 9 85 6 3 2 4

4 9 7 8 5 6 21 3

8 3 9 72 6 4 5 1

2 1 7 56 9 4 8 3

1 3 6 5 98 2 7 4

5 7 2 8 1 64 3 9

9 8 6 3 14 7 2 5

1 5 4 3 8 2 76 9

2 6 9 43 7 8 1 5

7 9 8 53 2 4 1 6

6 5 98 2 1 7 4 3

5 3 2 74 1 6 9 8

4 1 9 28 3 6 7 5

2 87 9 3 5 1 4 6

6 5 2 1 94 7 8 3

Easy SUDOKU
Medium SUDOKU

UOILI
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To help raise funds for LIVErNORTH, 
one of our supporters has kindly offered the group one week in his Seahouses 
holiday cottage.

The cottage is centrally located close to all the amenities in Seahouses. It is a 
wonderful location for a relaxing holiday on the beautiful Northumberland coast. 
Type the link below in to your browser to see what is on offer or look up Little 
Flores Cottage Seahouses on Google.

https://www.holidaycottages.co.uk/cottage/59129-little-ores-cottage

The agent describes the accommodation as:

Ÿ Traditional stone cottage for romantic getaways for two
Ÿ Refurbished for the 2020 season
Ÿ Located in a quiet corner at the heart of Seahouses village
Ÿ A short walk from the harbour, shops, restaurants and cafes
Ÿ Boat trips to the Farne Islands available locally
Ÿ Excellent walks along the coastal paths and beaches 
Ÿ Close to Bamburgh beach and castle
Ÿ Ideally situated for relaxing and exploring Northumberland and the Scottish 

Borders

The normal rent for this cottage is from £381 in low season to £725 in high 
season. We are offering one week of your choice (if available) by Auction.
The minimum bid is £400 and your bid has to be by email or letter (address: 
freepost LIVERNORTH). Each bid must give your name, address and phone 
number and state how much you want to bid.

Little Flores Holiday
Cottage, Seahouses
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Another excellent LIVErNORTH crossword from
Marian Godwin-Clifford. Answers in the next issue.

You can nd leaet no. 5 here on our ISSUU page:
https://issuu.com/livernorth/docs/_5_lal_aug_17

And here on our website:
http://www.livernorth.org.uk/pdfs/5%20Nov%202019.pdf
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LIVErNORTH Information Leaflets Available:
1.    Liver Patient Support 
2.    Accommodation for patients & families
3.    Autoimmune Hepatitis
4.    Alcoholic Liver Disease
5.    Look After Your Liver
6.    Primary Biliary Cholangitis (PBC)
7.    Coping With Stress
8.    Primary Liver Cancer
9.    You and Your Consultant
10.   Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis (PSC)
11.   NAFLD Lifestyle Guide
11a.  Non Alcoholic Steatohepatitis
12.  Liver Disease
13.  Skin Care for Liver Patients
14.  Diet and Liver Disease
14a.  Nutrition Support in Liver Disease
15.  Hepatitis C
16.  Travel Insurance for Liver Patients
17.  Hepatitis E
18.  Fatigue in Liver Patients/A Patient’s Journey
19.  Understanding Healthcare Tests
20.  Liver Cirrhosis Self Management Toolkit*
21.  Exercise & Osteoporosis in Liver Patients
22.  Hepatic Encephalopathy
24.  COVID-19 Self Help Toolkit  
* only from your healthcare professional - email for more information

NEW: Nutritional Support in Liver Disease (14a) REVISED: Diet and Liver Disease (14)

UPDATED: Travel Insurance for Liver Patients (16) TBA: Understanding Healthcare Tests (19)

Six ways to get information leaflets:

1.  ISSUU:   https://issuu.com/search?q=livernorth

2.  Website: http://www.livernorth.org.uk/pages/factsheet.htm

3.  Email us:  info@livernorth.org.uk

4.  Phone/FAX:  0191 3702961

5.  Facebook pm us: https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/

6. Write to us:  Freepost LIVERNORTH

Scan the QR
code below
to read the

leaets online

SUPPORT
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Insurance Matters 

members have been able to get reasonably priced holiday cover here:

Able2travel __________________________________________________    01483 806826
Age Co (formerly Age UK)_____________________________________0345 1238008
AVIVA ______________________________________________________ 0345 0308715
Bib Insurance Brokers (www.bibinsurance.co.uk) ___________________01325 353888
Boots Travel Insurance_________________________________________0333 9992683
Cigna (was FirstAssist) ________________________________________01475 492119
City Bond ___________________________________________________0333 2070506
Churchill* ___________________________________________________0800 0326534
CNA (via Brunsdon brokers) ___________________________________ 01452 623631
Direct Travel* ________________________________________________0330 8803600
Freedom^ __________________________________________________01223 446914
JLT Insurance ________________________________________________02476 851000
Leisure Care Insurance ________________________________________01702 427166
Post Ofce __________________________________________________0330 1233690
RIAS* ______________________________________________________ 0345 0451320
SAGA ______________________________________________________   0800 0158055
Sainsbury’s __________________________________________________  0345 3052623
Sladdin & Co Ltd. (brokers) ____________________________________01422 262614
www.Insurancewith.com________________________________________0333 9992679
www.miatravelinsurance.co.uk^_________________________________0800 9993333
www.PayingTooMuch.com _____________________________________01243 216007
www.staysure.co.uk (Staysure UK call centre)^____________________0808 1786151
https://www.world-rst.co.uk/___________________________________0345 9080161
https://www.freespirittravelinsurance.com/medical-conditions/liver/ ___02392 419080

* not TX patients - please check with the others also.
^ specically includes cover for declared pre-existing medical conditions.

Please help to keep this page current and useful by letting us know of your own experiences both 

good and bad. You can email us at info@livernorth.org.uk or drop us a line at our Freepost 

address above, no stamp necessary..

The latest version of this page is always available as a PDF le. Email us and ask for a copy: 

info@livernorth.org.uk

All our leaets including our No.16  (updated May 2021) ‘Travel Insurance 

for Liver Patients’ are available to read online by scanning the QR code on 

the right with your smartphone.
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LIVErNORTH
National Liver Patient Support

freepost LIVERNORTH
www.livernorth.org.uk

tel: 0191 3702916
info@livernorth.org.uk

Addenbrookes Liver 
Transplant Association (ALTA)

Gill Kitchener, secretary@alta.org.uk
info@alta.org.uk

tel: 07885 123528

British Liver Trust
tel: 01425 481320

helpline@britishlivertrust.org.uk
ww.britishlivertrust.org.uk

Gift of Life
Derby Liver Support Group

(for transplants and all liver disease)
Contact: Sister Gerri Casey
0133 234 0131 bleep 1926

Haemochromatosis UK
03030 401102

helpline@huk.org.uk

IPC Support
07939 871929

helpline@ipcsupport.org
or www.icpsupport.org

Registered Charity No: 1146449

NHS
https://www.nhs.uk/

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/
coronavirus-covid-19/

Norfolk & Norwich
Liver Support Group

marjorie.dingle@hotmail.com
0300 120 0796

PSC Support
Martine Walmsley

help@psc.support.org.uk
Helpline 01235 25 35 45
www.pscsupport.org.uk

Wilson’s Disease Support Group – UK
Val Wheater - 01223 364982
val@wilsonsdisease.org.uk
www.wilsonsdisease.org.uk
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If you are worried about liver disease and would like to talk
to someone, please telephone one of our

helpline numbers below

• Download from our website (www.livernorth.org.uk)
• Read online (https://issuu.com/livernorth/docs)
• Email us (info@livernorth.org.uk)
• Phone us (0191 3702961)
• Write to us at: freepost LIVERNORTH
• Message us (https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/)
• Scan our website QR code here with your mobile phone

Get free Liver Patient and Carer Support Leaflets:

Join our
meetings

via
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